Map of the Tidewater AREC fields at the 1045 Hare Road, Suffolk VA, location. The stops for demonstrations are marked with the presenters’ names.
2021 Virginia Peanut Field Tour Agenda

7:30 – 8:00 Registration and donuts (at the address behind the buildings)
8:00 – 8:10 Welcome notes from the TAREC Director, Dr. Matthew Chappell
8:10 – 8:35 Peanut disease update (Dr. David Langston)
8:35 – 9:00 Peanut insect update (Dr. Sally Taylor)
9:00 – 9:10 Travel across the road to the field marked on the map (by foot or trailers)
9:10 – 9:35 Weed and Apogee research in North Carolina (Dr. David Jordan)
9:35 – 10:00 Variety updates and maturity observations (Dr. Maria Balota)
10:00 Adjourn